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IsCool Entertainment is a Paris, France based gaming 
publisher that develops casual games with a focus on 
the word game segment. Their current most popular 
title, Garden of Words, has amassed more than 25 
million installs. 

Like most gaming publishers, IsCool’s main objective is 
maximizing ROI from their user acquisition campaigns. 
When it comes to deciding which marketing channels to 
invest in, ROI is their North Star. Their business model is 
two-fold: they generate revenue by showing ads in their 
apps and from users making in-app purchases. Around 70% 
of their revenue comes from the former - showing ads. 

In recent years, in-app advertising has proven itself as 
an effective monetization strategy for many mobile 
gaming publishers. Gaming publishers know exactly how 
much money they made last month from showing ads in 
their app; however, they often don’t know which users 
generated the revenue or where those users came from. 

This is because the industry’s status quo is to aggregate ad 
revenue data across an entire ad network. 

For IsCool, attributing in-app purchases is a relatively 
simple task. They get user-revenue data for in-app 
purchases directly from the Apple App Store and Google 
Play Store at a user level, which they can attribute back 
to the campaign that drove that user. When it comes to 
attributing ad revenue to users, however, it’s a bit more 
challenging. 

Given the status quo, IsCool was only getting insight into 
which marketing channels were driving quality users on 
network, campaign, ad format, and operating system (OS) 
level. But the reality is, individual users acquired from 
various marketing channels deliver different revenue. Some 
users might have a CPM of $5, while others could be as 
high as $100. Without this granularity of data, IsCool lacked 
the insight to optimize their user acquisition strategies 
based on user-level information.

Attributing ad revenue to users

Challenge



“Together with Adjust’s user-level 
ad revenue tracking and MoPub’s 
impression-level revenue data, we 
were able to derive more precise 
ROAS calculations for our users 
that monetized strictly through 
ads. This gave us more insight 
into which channels to invest our 
marketing budgets”  

     Hadrien des Rotours 
     CEO, IsCool Entertainment

Adjust user-level ad revenue powered by MoPub’s 
impression-level revenue data was a game-changer for 
IsCool. The two solutions combined work seamlessly 
to provide them with the granular insight they need to 
calculate ROI on a user level. With MoPub’s impression-
level revenue data and Adjust’s reporting capabilities, 
IsCool is able to tie ad revenue directly to the source 
that delivered the user and compare it with the cost to 
acquire that user for the most precise ROAS calculation. 

By combining user-level ad revenue data with in-app 
purchase revenue data, IsCool has visibility into each 
user’s true LTV. his enables them to calculate accurate 
ROAS and make informed user acquisition decisions. 

Looking at impression-level ad revenue data to calculate ROAS

As a result of analyzing impression-level ad revenue 
data, IsCool has been able to spend their budgets more 
efficiently on campaigns that are driving quality sources. 
Additionally, due to their ability to pause low-ROI 
campaigns, they saw a global increase in profit margins.

Maximizing ROAS

Results

Solution



www.adjust.com

Adjust is a global B2B SaaS company. Born at the heart of the mobile app 
economy and grown out of a passion for technology, the company now has 16 
offices around the world. 

Adjust's platform includes measurement, fraud prevention, cybersecurity 
and marketing automation products. Together, they make marketing simpler, 
smarter and more secure for the 32,000 apps working with Adjust. Global 
leading brands including Procter & Gamble, Rocket Internet and Tencent Games 
have implemented its solutions to secure their budgets and improve results.

Last year, the company secured one of 2019’s largest funding rounds in Europe, 
raising nearly $230 million.

IsCool Entertainment is a passionate, creative, and innovative mobile gaming 
studio focusing on high quality, free-to-play, highly social games for friends to play 
together and share a fun experience.

Successful games such as Garden of Words, Bouquet of Words, Wordox, Belote, 
and Crazy 8 have received numerous accolades and are enjoyed by millions of fans 
every month across the world.

Based in the heart of Paris in the vibrant Montorgueil area, the mix of young 
emerging talents and experienced industry players makes IsCool Entertainment a 
very special and fun place to work.

IsCool Entertainment has been part of Hachette Group since July 2017. 

MoPub, a Twitter company, provides monetization solutions for mobile app 
publishers and developers around the globe. Our flexible network mediation 
solution, leading mobile programmatic exchange, and years of expertise in 
mobile app advertising mean publishers trust us to help them maximize their 
ad revenue and control their user experience. MoPub Marketplace, our in-app 
exchange, enables DSPs and marketers to reach their audience through a powerful 
interface, strict traffic and supply quality measurement, and a transparent bidding 
experience. MoPub’s world-class service brings strategic business insights and 
data-driven expertise to meet the evolving needs of publishers and buyers.


